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In [4] Krusemeyer calculated SKI(A) where A = {f E k[t] If(O) = f(l)}, k a field 
which is not non-perfect of characteristic 2.Also Pedrini and others (for example [S]) 
have wanted to compute NKI(A). In this paper we prove that the excision 
homomorphism SKI(A, I) -, SK1(B, I) is an isomorphism, where A is a possibly 
reducible curve with normal crossings and I is a square free B-ideal (where B is the 
normalization of A). In our calculation k can be any commutative ring. Precise 
definitions of A, B and the permissible I are given Ilater. Some of the consequences 
are 
(a) We remove the restrictions on k in Krusemeyer’s calculation - i.e. k can be any 
commutative ring for which N&(k) = NK2(k) = 0 for t ile same conclusion to hold, 
namely Kl(A) = Kl(k)@Kz(k). 
(b) Similar results hold for curves with multiple I odes. The results of [6] are 
generalized to commutative rings that are K1 and & regular. The distinction 
between curves of type I and II is no longer necessarg . 
(c) If k is a field and A is any curve with k-rationail singular points and normal 
crossings at all singular points, then A is K1 regular. (This includes the particular A 
given above.) 
(d) We extend our results in [3] that d3 :Pit(A) 0 k* + SKI(A) is onto for some of 
the above rings. 
(e) The map from Quillen K1 to Karoubi-Villamayor KI is an isomorphism for 
those curves which we have proved K1 regular. 
The curves A in (c) are precisely those seminormal curves over k that have 
tional singular points an 
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over the singular points are also k-rational. One might wonder if any one dimen- 
sional semi-normal ring is K1 regular. However our proof depends very strongly on 
having a groundfield k. 
Finally we extend Krusemeyer’s result on the simple cusp over a field [4, p. 331 to a 
higher order cusp over rings A? such that 1/(3n - 2)! E R and NKi(R) = 0, i = 1,2. In 
the case of a simple cusp, we show that it suffices to assume that 3 and $ are in R, or 
that every element of R has a square root if 2 = 0 in R or a cube root if 3 = 0 in R. This 
shows that seminormality isnot necessary for excision to hold. 
1. Excision for nodes over a commutative ring 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity. Since we can calculate with each 
connected component separately, we assume Spec R is connected. We first assume 
that A has m multiple nodes but only one irreducible cc!mponent, i.e. 
A = {f E REtllf(all) = l l l =fh,j, . . . ,f(a,d = l 0 8 =fbms,% 
where ari - akl is a unit of R for all ij # kl. Let B = R [t]. The conductor 1of A in B is 
If E RCtI Ifhi) = 0 f or all ij} which is (II, (t - aij))B. Let bl, . . . , b, be additional 
distinct elements of R such that the differences bi - bj (i # j) and bk - aii are all units 
in A. The condition on the differences says that the ideals (t - aii) and (t - bk) are all 
pairwise comaximal. Equivalently, the closed subschemes determined by these ideals 
are disjoint. Let F = (n,‘=, (t - bi))(nj,k (t - ajk)) and J = BE Then J C= A. Since the 
(t - aij) are pairwise comaximal, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) there 
exists b E B with arbitrarily assigned values at the aij. Thus the map B + nz 1 n,“i=, R 
given by f + n,r”= 1 l-&i., (fh> -f (aij)) is a surjection with kernel A. Therefore 
B/A = n,r”= 1 n&z R. ~1 basis for B/A is {F/(t - aij)lj > 1) since these elements are 
zero under all projections but one and a unit at that remaining projection. For each i, 
aij-01,) n -lFl(t-ai&A 
kl#ij 
since it has value 1 at a+ j = 1, . . . , Si and value 0 at al,, I # i. 
There is a similar surjection J + nR (one copy for each aij or bk) given by 
f +fl (t _‘a,, tadv (t fb,, (bk)’ 
Li - 
which has kernel J2. The element F2/(t - aij) and F2/(t - bk) map to units times the 
standard basis of fl R. Swan [7, Theorem 4.6, p. 2351 has obtained the exact 
sequence 
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where 
d(bOx)=E(b,x)=[l XbX] forbEB,xCJ - 
and 
x 1 1 l-bx a Mennicke symbol in S&(A, J) 
(whose properties are described in Swan [7, p. 228-2291). For a E A, b E B, x E J we 
have 
E(b, ax) = 
Therefore @ factors through B/A @A J/J* &(A, J). However we do not know of 
any A-module structure on &(A, J) that would make # into a homomorphism of 
A-modules. Note that 
&(bI+b2,x)=E(bl,x)E(b2,x) and E(b,xl+xa)=E(b,xl)E(b,x2) 
since (I/ is a homomorphism. Therefore to prove that excision holds, we need only 
show that 
E (hFf (t - aii), F*/(t - akl) = 1 and E (AF/(t - aij), F*/(t - bk)) = 1 
for all Q, kl, bk and A E R (it is suficient o take F/(t - aii) for j > 1). Note that, if i # k, 
then E (hF/(t - aij), F*/(t - a&) =2 I since there exists f c A such that f(aij) = 1 and 
f(a& = 0. Then F/(t - aij) and fFf (t - aij) have the same image in B/A and fF*/(t - 
akl) E I*. Thus 
E(hF/(t - aii), F*/(t - ad) = E (hfF/(t - aij), ’ 2 j(t - ak)) 
=E(AFI(t-aii), fi,‘*/(t-akl))= I. 
Similarly E (Al;‘l(t - aij), F*/(t - bk)) = 1. More genera..ily: 
tib.Ima 1. For ij # kl, E(aF/(t - aij), F*/(t - akl)) = 1 for all a E A. 
Proof. Note that 
F 1 
3 
1 
1-aF3/(t-nij)(t-aakl)- 
F*/(t - ad II (t -adF 1 -aF3/(t-aij)(t-akl) l- 3/(t -Qij)(t-W) 1 
14 
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F2 J(t - aii) 
I[ 
F2/(t -ad 
1 -aF3/(t-aii)(t-aki) 1 -aF3/(t-aii)(t-ad 1 = 
F4/ (t - aii)(t - akt) 
1 - aF3/(t - aii)(t - akl) 1 
F 
= 
Therefore 
r 
1 - aF3 / (t - aii)(t - akl) 1 F3/(t - aii)(t - akl) 1- &ZF3/(t-&j)(t-C&r) I =l. 
F2/(t - akd -1 . (t - m)F 
Ll -aF3/(t-aii)(t-ilkl) I [ = 1 -aF3/(t-&Zii)(t-akl) I 
F2/(t - a,y) I 
-1 
1 -aF3/(t-a&-akl) 
(t - aq)F 
1 -aF3/(t-aii)(t-ak~) I 
for all a E A. Thus 
8 (aFJ(t - aii), F2/(t - akl)) = 
1 
F2/(t-ad 
= 1 -aF3/(t-aii)(t-akl) I 
r (t - Jii)F 
= L1 -aF3/(t--aii)(t-akl) 3 
r . 
= 
I 
(t - aii)F 
1 - aF3 / (t - aii)(t - akl) - 
a(t-aak1-1)F3 
(akl - aii)(t - akd . 
= r 
(t - aii)F 
q 
I l- aF” 
(akl - aij)(t - &jJ(t - akl) 
(akl- d&j +(t-LZkl 
= 
! 
(t - aii)F 
l- 
aF3 
- (t - akl)(t - d&j - 
bkl - aij)(t - aij)(t - akl) 1 1) 
(t - aii)F 
l-a(t-aii-l)F3/(akr-aii)(t-aii) I 
F2/(t-aii) I 
-1 
I-a(t-&j-l) 3/(&l - aij)(t - l&j) = 
1. 
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Theorem A, G, J, F as above. Then .!!&(A, J) s S&(B, J). 
roof. By the above we need only show that E (hF/(t - aij), F2/(t - aii)) = 1 for h E R. 
Recall that Xi”‘=1 p&/(t - aij) = b E A for suitable units pij E R. Then for a E A, 
E (aF/(t - aij), F2/(t - aij))= 
= F2/(t - aij) 
1~ aF3f (t - aij)2 1 
= 
F2/(t - aii) 
I [ 
n 
F2/(t - aij) 
1-ap#‘3/pij(t-aij)2 k#j ~-api~F3/pij~t-aii)(t-aik) I 
= 
F2(t - aii) 
I- aF2 2 pikF/(t - aik) l&(t -aij) 
k=l > I 
F2/It - aij) 
1- abF2/pij(t- aii) = 3 
1. 
This completes the case in which A has one irreducible component. 
Now suppose A is a curve with normal crossings as above, but with n irreducible 
components. Then A is the subring of B = ny= 1 R[ti] consisting of all f = (fi, . . c ) fn) 
which have the same value at the identified points. Note that, if a on the ith 
component is identified with b on the jth component, then .f(a)==f(b), i.e. f;:(a) = 
h(b). As befo re we require Ci - Cj to be a unit of R whencebper Ci and Cj lie on the same 
component and are in the list of identified points (but not necessarily identified to 
each other). The conductor I of A in B is BF where F = (Fl, . . . , F,) and Fi = 
n (t - cij) where Cii ranges over all the intersection points in R [ti]. 
Theorem 3. A, I, as above, I) = I). 
Proof. Ai be image of projection A R[ti], and = R[ti]Fi Let 
Bi R[ti]. Then excision map 
SKl(A, I) @ SK1 Ii) A SKl(Bi, 1) SKl(B, 1). 
Bass [2, 4841 f an isomorphism, g is isomorphism by 2. 
Similarly have an SK1(A, J) SK#?, J) J any of 
A, = n with Gi n (ti - with the distinct, - dk unit of and the of 
dj all the points ci. 
2. Calculation of 
Theorem 3 says that the distinction between curves of type I and type II in [ 
unnecessary. In particular, let n be the number of irreducible components, razp be ihe 
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number of intersection points, and iV = c mi where mi is the number of points 
identified at the ith intersection (see [6]). In [6] we had R a field. Here we take R to 
be an arbitrary (connected) commutative ring satisfying NKl(R) = NKz(R) = 0 
(Recall that NKl(R) is the cokernel of the map Ki(R) + Ki(R[x]). Let 
%&(A) = coker(&(R) -!+&(A)). 
The map f can be split by any 
ti+a 
A+ k[ti]- k. 
As on p. 47 of [6] all such maps give the same splitting. So we have Kl(A) = Kl(R) 0 
&(A). Since excision holds, by [6, p. 491 we have El(A) s (M - m - n + r)Kz(R), 
where r is the number of connected components of A. Moreover, Kl(R) = 
R*@SK1(R)=A*@SK1(R).Thus 
Thavrem 4. 
Corollary 5. If Ki(R)sKi(R[xl,. . . , x~]), i = 1,2, ra2, then Kl(A)z 
Kl(A[xl,. . .y x,-J). In particular, if R is K1 and K2 regular, then so is A. 
Proof. Replace R by R[xl,. . . , xr-J in the statement of Theorem 4. 
Now assume R = k :I field, and A is as above. Pit(A) = (M - m - n + r)k* by [6, p. 
51, application 11. As in [3, Section 71 we have 
Theorem 6. Q) : Pit(A) @ k* + SKI(A) is onto and is M-m -n +r copies of the 
symbol map. 
3. Excision and Kl regularity for curves with normal crossings 
Here we first work over a field k and then generalize to k-algebras. Perhaps one 
could work more generally, but we are not sure how to make the correct defini- 
tions. Let X = Spec B be an irreducible non-singular curve over k (i.e. B is a 
Dedekind domain which is a finite type k-algebra). Let 
Pll , l . . , Blsl, Pz~, . . . , Pzsz, . . . , Pml, . . . , Pms,, Q1, . . . , Qr be distinct k-rational 
points of X Let 
A={fe +f(Pik)foreachiandj,k=l,...,si} 
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where f(Pij) is the image off in BIPii s k (we say f(Q) is the “value” off at Pi). Let 
J = VE BIf(Pii) = 0, f(Qk) = 0 for all ii, k}. 
(Of course 
curves). 
r=Ois allowed. The Qk are included so that we can later handle reducible 
Lemma 7. exists t E B such that the values t(Pij), t(Qk) are all distinct and 
Ypii(t - t(Pij)) = 1 and va,(t - t(Qk)) = 1 for all ii, k. 
Proof. By the CRT there exists t such that the values t(Pii), t(Qk) are all distinct 
(they can in fact be arbitrarily chosen). Divide the Pij, Qk into two groups L and M. 
ThosepointsPinLhave pp(t-t(P))= l,andthoseinMhaveup(t-t(P))> l.Bythe 
approximation theorem for Dedekind domains, there exists f E B such that VP( f ) > 1 
for P E L and vp(f) = 1 for P E M. Thus, since yp(a + b) = min(Yp(a), yp(b)) for yp(a), 
z+(b) distinct and f(P) = 0 for all P E {Pii, Qk}, t +f has the desired properties. 
Let t be as in Lemma 7 and let 
A’={f E k[t]lf(t(Pij)) = f(t(Pik)) for each i and all i, k = 1,. . . , si}, 
J’ =(f E k[t]lf(t(Pij)) = f(t(Qk)) = 0 for all ii, k}. 
The injection k[t] + B induces maps A’ + A, J’ + J and S&(A’, J’) + SK&A, J). As 
usual BfA and J/J2 are k-veG;or spaces generated by (F/(t - t(Pij))}, resp. (F2/(t - 
t(Pij)), F2/(t- t(Qk))} for all ii, k where F =nij (t - t(Pii)) nk (t - t(Qk)). By 
Theorem 2, 
E (AF/(t - t(Pij)), F2/(t - t(Pkl))) = E (hF/(t - t(Pij)), F2( t - t(Qk))) = 1 
in S&(A’, J’), and hence are 1 in S&(A, J). Therefore 
Theorem 8. Let B be an irreducible non-singular curve over a field k, and let A be 
obtained from B by identifying k-rational points as explaj ned above. Let Jbe, as above, 
any square free rational ideal contained in the conducto; of A in B. Then SK&I, J) s 
S&(B, Jl. 
We now generalize to reduced reducible cuves X = Spec A. Let the irreducible 
components of X be Xi = Spec Ai (1 G i G n), and let d-/i be the integral closure of 14i. 
Then A c n Bi and 
A ={f =(fi, . - ., fk)If(Pij) = f(Pik) for each i and i, k - 1, . . . , si} 
where the Pij are k-rational points in one of the Spec Bk, and if Pii E Spec Bk, then 
f(Pij) = fk(Pij). The Pij for i fixed, i variable can lie on any of the components. We 
claim that these rings are all the seminormal curves over k wiith k-rational singular 
points and such that every point in p3 lying over a singular point is also k-rational 
(This last condition is necessary in order to exclude, for example, 
={f ER[t]ff = a E R mod(t2 + l)}* 
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This has a real singular point with a complex one lying over it, and thus is not covered 
in our theorem). Let A be any such curve and let B be its normalization as an algebra 
over k. Then B = 61 Di where Di is the normalization of A/Pi, Pi a minimal prime of 
A. Recall that a reduced one dimensional noetherian ring having a finitely generated 
normalization isseminormal if and only if the conductor of the normalization viewed 
as an ideal of the larger ing is its own radical. Let 1 be the conductor of A in B. Then I 
is square’free since it is its own radical in B. Thus by assumption I = n Ii where I, is 
square free in Di and Ii = fi Pij, each Pij a k-rational point of Di. Then B/I is the 
product of M copies of k. Since k + I C_ A t B, we have k G Af I c B/I = n: 1 k.. 
in order to find all possible A’s we must determine all A/I’s - i.e. all k - 
subalgebras of n& k. Let el, .,. . , e,,, be the orthogonal idempotents of A/I cor- 
responding to its decomposition i to connected components. Then el + 9 . . + e, = 1. 
Since ei is an idempotent of B/I, we have ei = fr:l + l l l +& where cfii) is the set of 
orthogonal idempotents of B/I corresponding to its product decomposition. Thus 
AlIz> kel@ l 43ke,. Let at EA,‘I, eve ke&$- *eke,,,. Look at LY in B/I, i.e. 
a = (~11, . . . 9 ahI,. . . 9 ad9 . ..? a mr, ). Since ac&kel@* l -0 ke,, there exists an i 
such that aij # aik for some j, k. Without loss of generality we assume i = 1. 
Multiplying by el, we may assume aii = 0 for i > 1. By permuting the fii if necessary, 
we may assume 
Let 
a =(a1 , . . . , al, . . . , a,, . . . , a,, 0, . . . , 0). 
P=b -aze+ 9 9 (a - a,edlh - (22)’ 9 l (al - 4. 
Then p2 = p anLd we have an extra idempotent. Contradiction. Therefore A/I = 
ke& . ‘0 ke,, and A is as claimed. 
Theorem 9. Let A be any connected reduced seminormal curve over a field k with 
k-rational singular points such that every point in the normalization B lying over a 
singular point is k-rational. Let J be any square free rational ideal contained in the 
conductor of A in B. en SKl(A, J) = SKl(B, J). 
Proof. By the above discussion 
A={f=(f1, . . . , fn)l f (Pii) = f (Pik) for each i and j, k = 1, . . . , ri) 
where the Pii are k-rational points. Since J = nJi, we have a composition 
SKl(A, J) ---!+ @ SKl(Ai, Ji) 2 @ SKl(Bi, 4) = SKl(B, J) 
with f an isomorphism by Bass ([2], p. 484) and the components of g isomorphisms 
by Theorem 8. 
be any k-algebra and , B, J as in Theorem 9. Then 
-@K, JK) where AK = A @k @KS and JK=J@& 
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Theorem 11. Let A be any seminormal curve as in YIteorem 9. Then A is &-regular. . 
. Let K = k[xl, . . . , x,]. Let AK, BK, .?K be as in Corollary 10. We have a 
morphism of Cartesian squares 
A-B AK -BK 
I l--l I 
NJ -B/J AK/-!K ---*BK& 
By Corollary 10, excision holds for both curves, and hence both Mayer-Vietoris 
sequences are exact through the & terms. The following diagram then has exact 
rows and commutes: 
Both B and k are KiDregular, i = 1,2. Since A/J andBfJ (resp. AK/JK, BK/JK) are 
sums of copies of k (resp. K), hi, h2, ha, hs are isomorphisms. Therefore by the 
5Lemma we are done. 
More generally, using Corollary IO, the same proof shows that, for L a k-algebra, 
AL is K1 regular as long as &BL is Ki regular, i = 1,2 (it is sufficient for BL to be regular 
which happens frequently, e.g. L is a noetherian forn ally smooth k-algebra). 
Also note that in Theorem 11 A could be obtaim P d from the rational curves of 
Theorem 2 or 3 by removing non-singular points. 
4. Excision, SKI, and NKI of a single cusp over some commutative rings 
Theorem 12. Let R be a.commutatiue ring in which (3n - 2)! is a unit, n 2 2. Let 
F = t”, B = R [t], 4 = FB. Let A’ be a ring such that R G A’ G B and I is the conductor of 
A’ in B. Then SKl(A’, I) s SKl(B, I). 
A = R +I G A’, it suffices to prove that SK1(A, 1) = 
A, K) + S&(A’, I) + S&(B, 1) both maps onto). 
1’12 are R -modules generated by {t’, isn-1) and ( 
respectively. Thus we need to prove that E (At’, ti) = 1 For h E R, 1 G i s n - 1 and 
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n<i<2n-l. But 
&(Ati, t’) = l :‘,i, L 1 
and 
Also 
[ I_cr’*‘li+j=[ I-n(::i)t”‘l. 
Since i +j G n - 1 + 2n - 1 = 3n - 2 and (3rt - 2)! is a unit in R, we can replace A with 
A/i + j. 
Note that the A’ are curves with ti single cusp. Thus Theorem 12 generalizes 
Krusemeyer’s work on the simple cusp over a field [4, Section 121 to a cusp of any 
order over many rings. For the simple cusp y1= 2 and 3n - 2 = 4. Thus we need 2 and 
3 invertible in R. As in Krusemeyer [4, Section 121, if char R = 2 and every element 
of R has a square root or if char R = 3 and every element of R has a cube root, then 
excision holds (his proof for the above generators does not depend on R being a 
field). 
In practice one often does not need (3n - 2)! a unit. For example for n = 3 we need 
5! a unit; for n = 4 we need ?! a unit, and for n = 5 we need 7! a unit. We conjecture 
that (2n - l)! a unit is sufficient, however we have not been able to give a general 
argument. 
We also do not set-: how to do a curve with a cusp and some other singularity. We 
have reduced the problem to proving excision for a single cusp and for any J 
contained in the conductor. 
Corollary 13. Let E, A, B, I be as in Theorem 12, and assume that NKr(R) = 
NKz(R) = 0. Then S&(A) = S&(R)O(n - l)L&. 
Proof. Since &(R[t]/(f’)) = Kz(R)O(n - l)J& where 0; = J&/Z is the group of 
absolute Kahler differentials and A/I = R, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the 
conductor square is 
K~(R)O&(R)+&(R)O(n - l)& +~K,(A)oK~(R)+ KOOKY- 
Thus, $&(A) = (n - l)& Since 
K1(A)=E1(A)OK1(R)= (A)@R*@SK1(R) 
and 
we have 1(A) =SKz(R)O(rr -l)&. 
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Before investigating ilKI( we need to see hou A’& behaves under polynomial 
extensions. There is a standard exact sequence [ 1, p. 1041 
Let D : R[t]+ &&R[t] be the map which applies d : R + 0; to the coefficients. 
Then Q! is split byfdg +fDg. Since R&/R is a free R[t]-module generated by dt, the 
corresponding splitting of p is given by dt + dt. Thus we can identify coker(J2; + 
&,I) with (0: OR tR[tl)O&,1,R. 
Corollary 14. Let R, A, I be as above. Assume that Ki(R[x, y]) E Ki(R[x]) s Ki(R) 
for i = 1,2. Then 
NKJA) = (n - 1) coker(0k + 0&,) = (n - l)[J2k @R xR[xl)@ 0&,l. 
We have not investigated SKl(A’) or NKl(A’), where A c A’ c R[t] and the 
/conductor of A’ in R[t] is I. 
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